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so too does her intolerance for the bitter rules of her family life. Gradually,
Demons of the Blank Page Roland Merullo 2011-05 From chapters entitled

through exposure to the world beyond her parents’ wood cabin thanks to the

"Writer's Block" to "Finding a Mentor" to "Impatience and Rejection," Merullo

kindness of her aunt and her boss, and an almost superhuman determination,

covers these topics with the insight, empathy, and encouragement of an

she discovers what is loveable within herself. This newfound confidence and

author who has been there, in this no-nonsense handbook and guide for

self-esteem ultimately allows her to break free from the bleak life she has

aspiring and established writers alike. His works have been praised by "The

known, to find love, to start a family, and to try to heal her old, deep wounds

Boston Globe" and "Kirkus Reviews."

without passing that pain on to her husband and children.

The Quest of the Sparrows Kartik Sharma 2011 A highly acclaimed best

The Italian Summer Roland Merullo 2009-04-28 Fore, bella! From the author

selling Indian spiritual fiction appreciated by Indian and global readers. A

of critically acclaimed Golfing with God comes a charming narrative of a hole-

refreshingly insightful novel from Indian writers, that stays away from

in-one trip through Italy -- a glorious summer of golfing, eating, and learning

preaching. A seemingly ordinary young man is forced to become a spiritual

how to slow down and enjoy life. In the summer of 2007, Roland Merullo

guru and takes a leap of faith. He sets off with his followers on a 600 km

was feeling a little burnt out by the frantic pace of his life in the United States

journey on foot, without money and belongings to test the truth of the

and decided to rent an Italian villa near the shore of Lake Como. He arrived in

scriptures and spiritual laws. Inspired by the life of a sparrow which survives

Italy with his wife and two young daughters, hoping the Mediterranean air

every day without any worry and never hoards for the future, he wishes to

would teach him to appreciate the more relaxed, Italian way of living: a focus

prove that survival, which has become a central concern of all human beings

on food, family, and fun. An avid golfer and golf writer, Merullo also set out

is no big deal. He believes that human beings are destined to play a much

to enjoy one of Italy's lesser-known treasures: excellent golf on some gorgeous

bigger, evolutionary role. A higher calling awaits us. Will Guru Partibhan

courses. With his customary wit, keen eye, and down-to-earth style, Merullo

and his disciples complete the journey, successfully? Will they discover their

shares this fascinating account of his summer in Italy, offering detailed and

true potential and find everlasting joy? The journey is experienced from the

often humorous descriptions of wonderful meals, colorful characters, rounds of

perspective of four people - The explorer, the experimenter, the doubter and

golf at some of the most beautiful courses in Europe, and precious time spent

the hater. Each of these states exist in most individuals, at some point or

with family. The Italian Summer brings to life the myriad joys of Italian

another in their life's journey. What insights does the journey reveal to these

existence in a way that all lovers of food, wine, travel, and the proverbial

protagonists? Does it change their mindsets and lives forever? The twists in

"good walk spoiled" will savor.

the tale will keep the reader guessing till the end. The fast paced novel, looks

A Russian Requiem Roland Merullo 2011-03-01 "Merullo skillfully explores

at the importance and relevance of spirituality in today's World. The story

the lives of ordinary people caught in a dramatic transference of power . . . it

weaves life's important lessons through interesting incidents. A must read for

is smoothly written and multifaceted, solidly depicting the isolation and

all. The book unlocks the hidden potential within us by connecting us with

poverty of a city far removed from Moscow and insightfully exploring the

the higher being within for us to unlock our potential and achieve greatness.

psyches of individuals caught in the conflicts between their ideals and their

A must read for all those looking for simple, answers to questions, and doubts.

careers."--"Publishers Weekly"

Read this popular, top quality, best selling, novel to discover your qualities -

Meditation for Moms and Dads 108 Tips for Parents and Caregivers Shana

fearlessness, confidence, wisdom, forgiveness, a balanced outlook, loving

Smith 2016-05-16 Meditation Practice for Moms and Dads: 108 Tips for Parents

nature. This life transforming novel helps readers to overcome negative

and Caregivers boldly claims that a thriving meditation practice is not only

qualities like anger, jealousy, lust, suspicion, hatred, anxiety, subordination,

possible, but an absolute must for the parent/householder. It isn't an empty

and fears. The easy to understand, interesting Indian writing, is the key to

claim. The author, Shana Smith, is doing it. Her journey is profound, funny,

self-development, happiness, evolution and peace.

and fabulous. This entertaining combination of tips, real-parent stories, and

The Talk-Funny Girl Roland Merullo 2011-07-05 By turns darkly menacing

poetry demonstrates that parents can squelch the mindset of ""I can't"" to ""I

and bright with love and resilience, The Talk-Funny Girl is the story of one

will,"" and celebrate the opportunity to embrace parenthood and worldly life

young woman’s remarkable courage, a kind of road map for the healing of

itself as a vital spiritual practice. "

early abuse, and a testament to the power of kindness and love. In one of the

In Defense of Processed Food Robert L. Shewfelt 2016-11-23 It has become

poorest parts of rural New Hampshire, teenage girls have been disappearing,

popular to blame the American obesity epidemic and many other health-

snatched from back country roads, never to be seen alive again. For

related problems on processed food. Many of these criticisms are valid for

seventeen-year-old Marjorie Richards, the fear raised by these abductions is

some processed-food items, but many statements are overgeneralizations that

the backdrop to what she lives with in her own home, every day. Marjorie

unfairly target a wide range products that contribute to our health and well-

has been raised by parents so intentionally isolated from normal society that

being. In addition, many of the proposed dangers allegedly posed by eating

they have developed their own dialect, a kind of mountain hybrid of English

processed food are exaggerations based on highly selective views of

that displays both their ignorance of and disdain for the wider world. Marjorie

experimental studies. We crave simple answers to our questions about food,

is tormented by her classmates, who call her “The Talk-funny girl,” but as the

but the science behind the proclamations of food pundits is not nearly as clear

nearby factory town sinks deeper into economic ruin and as her parents fall

as they would have you believe. This book presents a more nuanced view of

more completely under the influence of a sadistic cult leader, her options for

the benefits and limitations of food processing and exposes some of the tricks

escape dwindle. But then, thanks to a loving aunt, Marjorie is hired by a man,

both Big Food and its critics use to manipulate us to adopt their point of view.

himself a victim of abuse, who is building what he calls “a cathedral,” right in

Food is a source of enjoyment, a part of our cultural heritage, a vital

the center of town. Day by day, as Marjorie’s skills as a stoneworker increase,

ingredient in maintaining health, and an expression of personal choice. We
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need to make those choices based on credible information and not be beguiled

together a deft, moving, and tightly compressed tale that includes his

by the sophisticated marketing tools of Big Food nor the ideological appeals

trademark mix of spiritual inquiry and ordinary human emotions. "This story

and gut feelings of self-appointed food gurus who have little or no background

is about the challenge of losing weight, yes," the author says, "but there's a

in nutrition.

twist to it at the end, and that opens into a wider territory. I tried to approach

Leaving Losapas Roland Merullo 2021-03-31 Leaving Losapas begins on a tiny

it with a full appreciation for the difficulty of breaking old habits, and I gave

atoll in the equatorial Pacific. Leo Markin, a young US Marine and Vietnam

up a beloved food myself for ten weeks, just to keep things honest."While it

combat veteran who survived the war, found himself so changed by the

does not promise to help readers with their troublesome eating habits or other

experience that he simply could not find a way to return to his home, family,

addictions, Rinpoche's Remarkable Ten-Week Weight Loss Clinic does look at

and his fiancée in a working class city of his birth outside of Boston. The

those painful issues from a fresh angle, one full of sympathy and wisdom. It

islanders in Losapas are kind to him-he had been living there for years-and he

will certainly please lovers of the Buddha Trilogy, and perhaps bring new

had found a woman he came to love. Various events conspire to convince him

fans to the hundreds of thousands who've already enjoyed the travels and

to return to America, but on his return home he feels lost. He has troubling

conversations of Otto and his enlightened teacher.

encounters with his aging father, finds that his fiancée has married another

Away from Her Alice Munro 2001

man and appears trapped in an abusive relationship, and his old friends seem

Star Wars Dorling Kindersley, Inc. 2010-10-18 With this kit, kids can create

like strangers to him. Leo is torn between the peaceful, natural way of life on

incredible spacecraft from the world of "Star Wars," or build their own unique

the island, and the rougher rules of his upbringing. In the end, though he has

warp-speed ships. Dynamic full-color photos combine with clearly labeled

sworn to turn his back on physical violence, it is an act of physical violence

instructions, trivia, and a compelling story to make the Brickmaster kits

that convinces him the only place he can live is Losapas. When his father

perfect for all LEGO fans. Includes more than 240 bricks to make eight models

suddenly dies, Leo decides to leave the house he inherits to his former

and two figures.

fiancée-thus encouraging her to leave her husband-and he returns to the life

A Little Love Story Roland Merullo 2009-07-01 Jake Entwhistle is smart and

he left behind and to his island lover. Boston Magazine called Leaving Losapas

handsome, but living with a shadow over his romantic history. Janet Rossi is a

a "great surprising book...the best novel of the year..." and The Rocky

bright, witty aide to the governor of Massachusetts, but Janet suffers from an

Mountain News said "it's a wondrous, spiritually rich story...Merullo has

illness that makes her, as she puts it, “not exactly a good long-term

created something of beauty...Leaving Losapas will linger in your mind long

investment.” After meeting by accident late one night, they begin a love

after you close its pages."

affair filled with humor, startling intimacy, and a deep, abiding connection.

Exploring the Charles River Kathleen Rowe 2015-02-02 Discover scenic

Squirrelly Gray James Kochalka 2007 When Squirrelly Gray loses his two

bridges and walkways with the many natural and historic sites the river

front teeth, the Tooth Fairy's visit is just the beginning of a night of surprises

offers from urban settings to hidden coves and wetland areas farther upriver.

for the squirrel in his gray, colorless world.

Exploring the Charles River can serve as a guide in planning a variety of

Mary's Song Susan Count 2016-10-20 Mary's heart breaks over the pending

excursions, while providing a brief history of the Boston area for the reader's

destruction of a beautiful, but damaged filly. When life is not fair, the

pleasure.

courageous challenge the obstacles.

Golfing with God Roland Merullo 2007-05-11 This witty tale is an “engaging

Revere Beach Elegy Roland Merullo 2011-01 Originally published in 2002 by

story of golf, the after-life and ‘the spiritual education of one soul’” (Publishers

Beacon Press.

Weekly). Herman “Hank” Fins-Winston was a professional golfer destined for

Tornado Alley Craig Nova 2011-07 When Ben and Marie meet, it is with all

greatness. Now he lives in a condominium on the thirteenth fairway of one of

the unstoppable quality of a force of nature: at first, they are just pleased with

heaven’s glorious courses—a fact he finds surprising, since for one reason or

each other's company, a kind of innocent companionship they both crave, but

another, a fair percentage of golfers never make it to paradise . . . and Hank

soon they enter into a secret bond. "Tornado Alley" is a compelling novel

wasn’t exactly an angel on Earth. Hank is having the time of his afterlife,

about love and loss, honor and passion, and the mysteries of the human heart.

until he’s summoned one idyllic morning to play a round with the Almighty.

A Harvest of Secrets Roland Merullo 2022-09 From the bestselling author of

It seems that God is having some trouble with putting. As they play the

From These Broken Streets comes a sweeping novel of love, resistance, and

heavenly courses, both in paradise and back on earth, Hank comes to realize

courage set against the backdrop of WWII Italy. Italy, 1943. The seeds of

that what began as a golf lesson has become a true spiritual journey . . .

terror planted by Hitler have brought Allied forces to Italian soil. Young

“Merullo, author of the critically acclaimed Revere Beach trilogy, writes with

lovers separated by war--one near a Tuscan hill town, the other a soldier on

wit and subtlety rather than trying to pound inspiration into our heads with a

the Sicilian front--will meet any challenge to reunite. Vittoria SanAntonio,

titanium driver. And, best of all, he gets the golf right: precise, well-

the daughter of a prosperous vineyard owner, is caught in a web of family

constructed descriptions of courses and shot making, revealing a respect for

secrets. Defying her domineering father, she has fallen for humble vineyard

the game itself, not just its potential as metaphor.” —Booklist

keeper Carlo Conte. When Carlo is conscripted into Mussolini's army, it sets a

Rinpoche's Remarkable Ten-Week Weight Loss Clinic Roland Merullo

fire in Vittoria, and she joins the resistance. As the Nazi war machine

2016-03-11 Rinpoche's Remarkable Ten-Week Weight Loss Clinic brings back

encroaches, Vittoria is drawn into dangers as unknowable as those faced by

two main characters from Roland Merullo's beloved Buddha Trilogy

the man she loves. Badly wounded on the first day of the invasion, Carlo

(Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner with Buddha). This time, though, instead of

regains consciousness on a farm in Sicily. Nursed back to health by a kind

cruising the American road together, Otto Ringling and Volya Rinpoche are

family there, he embarks on an arduous journey north through his ravaged

part of the famous meditation master's offbeat weight loss clinic, held over the

homeland. For Carlo and Vittoria, as wartime threats mount and their paths

course of ten Saturdays in a New York City yoga studio. "These characters

diverge, what lies ahead will test their courage as never before.

have been alive in my imagination for a decade now," Merullo says, "and I

Lunch with Buddha Roland Merullo 2012-11 When Otto Ringling faces

just had the sense that Rinpoche, out of his deep compassion, would try to do

emotional challenges, his sister arranges for a spiritual teacher, who happens to

something about America's obesity epidemic. I've also been fascinated for a

be her husband, to take a road trip with him in hopes he can find peace of

long time by the way addiction works--whether it's addiction to food, drugs,

mind.

alcohol, sex, work, or anything else--the way it occupies the mind and moves

Driving Jesus to Little Rock Roland Merullo 2021-09-19 Roland Merullo's

us to do things we know we would be better off not doing. I've always

Driving Jesus to Little Rock, fits neatly on the shelf with his other beloved,

wondered what advice Rinpoche would give on the subject."Known--across

quirky-spiritual books: Golfing with God, American Savior, Vatican Waltz,

twenty books, scores of essays, and twenty-five years of publishing--for being

The Delight of Being Ordinary, and the Buddha trilogy (Breakfast, Lunch,

willing to try his hand at an unusually wide variety of themes, subjects, and

and Dinner)-a list that has sold over half a million copies and been widely

genres, here Merullo works for the first time in the novella form, putting

translated. This time, the narrator, Eddie Valpolicella, is on his way from
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Massachusetts to Arkansas to give a talk on "his" novel, Breakfast with

American life, but it is his compassionate portrait of a grieving Otto in search

Buddha, when, not far from home, he picks up a mysterious hitchhiker.

of inner tranquility that is most affecting.” —Booklist “Otto is such a full

Plainly dressed, insisting that he's a fan of the author, the hitchhiker claims to

human, which is why we can empathize with his questions and immerse

be Jesus, the Jesus, and accompanies Eddie on a five-day road trip that

ourselves in his experiences. In the end, we are all humanized by the

challenges him in an amusing variety of ways. Every night on the way

spiritual journey of Dinner with Buddha.” —Spirituality and Practice

south, Eddie calls home to speak with his wife, and Anna Maria's fiery

“Merullo masterfully depicts the struggles of practicing mindfulness moment

insistence on choosing trust over suspicion gradually pushes him out of his

by moment . . . [The] novel is full of nuanced, thoughtful prose and is an

original cynicism. Jesus plays tricks appearing and disappearing, changing

immensely satisfying conclusion to the series.” —Publishers Weekly

shape, vacillating from stern teacher to affectionate friend-and Eddie,

Making Space Thich Nhat Hanh 2011-11-03 Find peace and calm amid the

confused, suspicious, and wrestling with his own preconceived notions of

busyness of your life with this mindfulness meditation book by Zen Master

spirituality, only very slowly realizes that he's being given precious guidance

Thich Nhat Hanh. Designed to be both inspiration and guidebook for those

in the art of living. As he did in his other road trip adventures, Merullo

new to mindfulness practice, Making Space offers easy-to-follow instructions

manages to walk a tightrope by raising deep philosophical questions without

for setting up a breathing room, listening to a bell, sitting, breathing, and

sounding preachy. The author provokes readers to think about life while also

walking meditations, and cooking and eating a meal in mindfulness. Whether

making them laugh and providing them with a boots-on-the-ground view of

you live alone or with a family, this beautifully illustrated book can help you

America. This journey includes wealthy Russian businessmen, poor

create a sense of retreat and sanctuary at home.

Appalachian deer hunters, South American spirit guides, and tours of places as

At Night We Walk in Circles Daniel Alarcón 2013-10-31 LONGLISTED FOR

seemingly disparate as a therapeutic massage studio in Lower Manhattan, the

THE DYLAN THOMAS PRIZE The breakout book from Daniel Alarcón, one

Civil Rights Museum in Memphis, and Thomas Merton's Gethsemane

of the New Yorker’s 20 best writers under 40: a breathtaking, suspenseful

monastery in rural Kentucky. Along the way there are meals and drinks,

search for the truth of one man’s spectacular downfall.

wrong turns and intriguing scenery, all brought into focus beside the book's

American Savior Roland Merullo 2008-08-26 What if Jesus suddenly appeared

utterly original yet strangely believable Jesus. Driving Jesus to Little Rock

and announced that he planned to run for President of the United States? Yes,

amuses, illuminates, and entertains, ultimately serving as the perfect comfort-

that Jesus. And what if a well-meaning but utterly inexperienced band of

food for battered, post-Covid readers.

disciples not only helped him mount a seat-of-the-pants campaign but also ran

Promises to Keep Paul Langan 2013-01-01 No one likes Tyray Hobbs. Once a

it well, getting millions of people to support him and in the process throwing

feared bully, he’s become an outcast. At Bluford High, his peers taunt him for

the other two major party candidates—as well as the world's news

how he treated them. At home, his parents punish him for the trouble he’s

media—into a frenzy as they scramble to discredit him? Roland Merullo's

caused. Unable to escape his reputation or his past, Tyray is desperate. And

bitingly clever satirical novel about the state of American politics follows one

when an unlikely friendship develops, he clings to it like a lifeline. Now that

man's campaign to bring back goodness and kindness (real goodness and

connection is threatened, and Tyray faces his toughest decision yet. Will his

kindness this time) in a country that has fallen into a divisive state of fear and

next move lead him to ruin or redemption—or both?

hatred. Merullo takes us into the heart of "a nation in grave spiritual danger"

De Niro's Game Rawi Hage 2008-06-16 There is but one truly serious

as the Son of man sets out to make everyone realize that "politics as usual" is

philosophical problem, and that is suicide. In Rawi Hage's unforgettable novel,

no longer an acceptable alternative. American Savior is a remarkably

winner of the 2008 IMPAC Prize, this famous quote by Camus becomes a

innovative novel that challenges our perceptions and beliefs while it wags a

touchstone for two young men caught in Lebanon's civil war. Bassam and

finger at the folly of our self-righteousness. It is sure to cause controversy

George are childhood best friends who have grown to adulthood in war torn

among those for whom politics itself has become a kind of religion.

Beirut. Now they must choose their futures: to stay in the city and consolidate

Vatican Waltz Roland Merullo 2013-12-03 The new novel from the award-

power through crime; or to go into exile abroad, alienated from the only

winning author of Breakfast with Buddha and Revere Beach Boulevard tells

existence they have known. Bassam chooses one path: obsessed with leaving

the story of a young Catholic woman jolted from a quietly devout life in

Beirut, he embarks on a series of petty crimes to finance his departure.

pursuit of a mysterious calling. Cynthia Piantedosi lives a quiet, unassuming

Meanwhile, George builds his power in the underworld of the city and

life outside of Boston, guided by her Catholic faith. When she loses her

embraces a life of military service, crime for profit, killing, and drugs. Told in

beloved grandmother, she begins experiencing “spells” of such intense

the voice of Bassam,De Niro's Gameis a beautiful, explosive portrait of a

spiritual intimacy that she wonders about her sanity. Devoted to her elderly

contemporary young man shaped by a lifelong experience of war. Rawi

father and not particularly interested in dating and socializing, she develops a

Hage's brilliant style mimics a world gone mad: so smooth and apparently sane

deep friendship with her parish priest. His congregation sees him as

that its razor-sharp edges surprise and cut deeply. A powerful meditation on

provocative and radical, but he encourages Cynthia to explore her

life and death in a war zone, and what comes after.

faith—however it presents itself. When he is killed in a mysterious accident, a

The Magician of Lhasa David Michie 2017-01-23 Buddhist thriller written by

message begins to emerge from Cynthia’s prayers: God is calling her to be the

the best-selling author of The Dalai Lama's Cat series, David Michie.

first female Catholic priest. Her revelation is met with ridicule by certain of

Dinner with Buddha Roland Merullo 2015-06-02 “We, like Otto, find our

the more reactionary officials she reaches out to within the Church. Unable to

cynicism worn away by Rinpoche’s gentle instruction in the simple but

tune out the divine messages, she lets the power of unswerving faith drive

terribly difficult art of letting go, living each moment to the fullest, seeing

her all the way to the Vatican in pursuit of a destiny she doesn’t fully

the sacred in the everyday . . . This brave, meditative author has carved a

understand—and a turn of events that will inevitably bring long overdue

unique niche in American literature.” —Kirkus Reviews starred review If

change to the Catholic Church. From the Hardcover edition.

life is a journey--with detours, paths from which to choose, and myriad

Once Night Falls Roland Merullo 2019-11-05 A harrowing historical novel of

roadblocks to overcome--then Otto Ringling is most certainly on the journey

the extraordinary acts of ordinary people in Nazi-occupied Italy. Italy, 1943.

of a lifetime. The first fifty or so years of his journey were pretty good. He

Luca Benedetto has joined the partisans in their fight against the German

felt that he had it all, until one day he didn’t. Looking for answers, he calls on

troops ravaging the shores of his town on Lake Como. While risking his life to

his brother-in-law, Volya Rinpoche, a wise man and spiritual leader. A man

free his country, Luca is also struggling to protect Sarah, his Jewish lover

who accepts the world as it comes to him; a man without pride or vanity.

who's hiding in a mountain cabin. As the violent Nazi occupation intensifies,

Someone who, as it turns out, is experiencing his own time of doubt. So, in

Luca and Sarah fear for more than their own lives. In the heart of their

hopes of finding answers to life’s mysteries, the two embark on a journey

village, their mothers have also found themselves vulnerable to the

through America, a road trip that becomes a lesson in love and gratitude.

encroaching Nazis. But Luca's mother, undeterred, is devising her own

“Merullo offers keen insight into and intelligent assessments of modern

revenge on the occupiers. With Mussolini deposed and Allied armies fighting
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their way up the peninsula, the fate of Italy hangs in the balance, and the

is a story of love and hate, trains and circuses, dwarves and fat ladies, horses

people of Lake Como must decide how much they're prepared to sacrifice for

and elephants - or to be more specific, one elephant, Rosie, star of Benzini Bros

family, friends, and the country they love. The most trying of times will

Most Spectacular Show on Earth . . . Now a major motion picture.

create the most unexpected heroes and incredible acts of courage in this

In Revere, In Those Days Roland Merullo 2007-12-18 In this richly evocative

stirring narrative as seen through the eyes of those devastated by war-torn

novel--the moving story of one boy's coming of age--acclaimed author Roland

Italy.

Merullo will make you nostalgic for a small Massachusetts city called Revere

Elegy for Eddie Jacqueline Winspear 2012-09-24 April, 1933. To the

even if you've never been there. Providing a window into an unspoiled

costermongers of London, Eddie Pettit is simply a gentle soul with a near-

America of forty years ago, In Revere welcomes you to the fiercely loyal and

magical gift for working with horses. When he is killed in a violent accident,

devoted Italian-American family of the Benedettos. Although he was

the costers are sceptical about the cause of his death, and recruit Maisie Dobbs

orphaned as a child, young Anthony Benedetto was always surrounded by

to investigate. Maisie, who has known these men since childhood and

family, and the vibrant warmth of the Revere community. His Uncle Peter, a

remembers Eddie fondly, is eager to help. But it soon becomes clear that

former Golden Gloves boxer whose days of glory were behind him, believed

powerful political and financial forces are equally determined to prevent her

Tonio was bound for great things. So did his daughter Rosie, Tonio's favorite

from learning too much about Eddie's death. As Maisie uncovers lies and

cousin, who would take many wrong turns--away from Tonio--through

manipulation on a national scale, she must decide whether to risk all to see

adolescence. His gentle grandparents, who took him in, encouraged him to

justice done.

claim a future outside of Revere, but the warm, unconditional love of his

Breakfast with Buddha Roland Merullo 2008-08-26 When his sister tricks him

family, and the smells and sounds of Revere stay with him forever.

into taking her guru on a trip to their childhood home, Otto Ringling, a

Stealing Buddha's Dinner Bich Minh Nguyen 2008-01-29 Winner of the

confirmed skeptic, is not amused. Six days on the road with an enigmatic holy

PEN/Jerard Award Chicago Tribune Best Book of the Year Kiriyama Notable

man who answers every question with a riddle is not what he'd planned. But

Book "[A] perfectly pitched and prodigiously detailed memoir." - Boston Globe

in an effort to westernize his passenger—and amuse himself—he decides to

As a Vietnamese girl coming of age in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Nguyen is

show the monk some "American fun" along the way. From a chocolate factory

filled with a rapacious hunger for American identity, and in the pre-PC-era

in Hershey to a bowling alley in South Bend, from a Cubs game at Wrigley

Midwest (where the Jennifers and Tiffanys reign supreme), the desire to

field to his family farm near Bismarck, Otto is given the remarkable

belong transmutes into a passion for American food. More exotic- seeming

opportunity to see his world—and more important, his life—through someone

than her Buddhist grandmother's traditional specialties, the campy,

else's eyes. Gradually, skepticism yields to amazement as he realizes that his

preservative-filled "delicacies" of mainstream America capture her

companion might just be the real thing. In Roland Merullo's masterful hands,

imagination. In Stealing Buddha's Dinner, the glossy branded allure of

Otto tells his story with all the wonder, bemusement, and wry humor of a

Pringles, Kit Kats, and Toll House Cookies becomes an ingenious metaphor for

man who unwittingly finds what he's missing in the most unexpected place.

Nguyen's struggle to become a "real" American, a distinction that brings with

Emperor Wu Zhao and Her Pantheon of Devis, Divinities, and Dynastic

it the dream of the perfect school lunch, burgers and Jell- O for dinner, and a

Mothers N. Harry Rothschild 2015-06-16 Wu Zhao (624–705), better known

visit from the Kool-Aid man. Vivid and viscerally powerful, this remarkable

as Wu Zetian or Empress Wu, is the only woman to have ruled China as

memoir about growing up in the 1980s introduces an original new literary

emperor over the course of its 5,000-year history. How did she—in a

voice and an entirely new spin on the classic assimilation story.

predominantly patriarchal and androcentric society—ascend the dragon

Dancing on Broken Glass Ka Hancock 2012-03-13 A powerfully written novel

throne? Exploring a mystery that has confounded scholars for centuries, this

offering an intimate look at a beautiful marriage and how bipolar disorder and

multifaceted history suggests that China's rich pantheon of female divinities

cancer affect it, Dancing on Broken Glass by Ka Hancock perfectly illustrates

and eminent women played an integral part in the construction of Wu Zhao's

the enduring power of love. Lucy Houston and Mickey Chandler probably

sovereignty. Wu Zhao deftly deployed language, symbol, and ideology to

shouldn’t have fallen in love, let alone gotten married. They’re both plagued

harness the cultural resonance, maternal force, divine energy, and historical

with faulty genes—he has bipolar disorder, and she has a ravaging family

weight of Buddhist devis, Confucian exemplars, Daoist immortals, and mythic

history of breast cancer. But when their paths cross on the night of Lucy’s

goddesses, establishing legitimacy within and beyond the confines of

twenty-first birthday, sparks fly, and there’s no denying their chemistry.

Confucian ideology. Tapping into powerful subterranean reservoirs of female

Cautious every step of the way, they are determined to make their

power, Wu Zhao built a pantheon of female divinities carefully calibrated to

relationship work—and they put it all in writing. Mickey promises to take his

meet her needs at court. Her pageant was promoted in scripted rhetoric,

medication. Lucy promises not to blame him for what is beyond his control.

reinforced through poetry, celebrated in theatrical productions, and inscribed

He promises honesty. She promises patience. Like any marriage, they have

on steles. Rendered with deft political acumen and aesthetic flair, these

good days and bad days—and some very bad days. In dealing with their

affiliations significantly enhanced Wu Zhao's authority and cast her as the

unique challenges, they make the heartbreaking decision not to have

human vessel through which the pantheon's divine energy flowed. Her

children. But when Lucy shows up for a routine physical just shy of their

strategy is a model of political brilliance and proof that medieval Chinese

eleventh anniversary, she gets an impossible surprise that changes

women enjoyed a more complex social status than previously known.

everything. Everything. Suddenly, all their rules are thrown out the

Revere Beach Boulevard Roland Merullo 1999-09-15 Revere Beach

window, and the two of them must redefine what love really is. An

Boulevard, a novel both literary and suspenseful, tells the story of a family

unvarnished portrait of a marriage that is both ordinary and extraordinary,

that rallies around an errant son, even as a dark secret that has blighted all

Dancing on Broken Glass takes readers on an unforgettable journey of the

their lives comes to the surface. For Peter, the son who battles a gambling

heart.

addiction for most of his adult life, it means having the courage to stand up to

From These Broken Streets Roland Merullo 2020-11 "Italy, 1943. The Nazi

Eddie Crevine, a Mafia thug to whom he is in debt. For Peter's famous sister,

occupation has cemented its grip on the devastated city of Naples. Giuseppe

Joanna, it means admitting that she shares some of her brother's anger at their

DiPietra, a curator in the National Archives, has a subversive plan to aid the

parents and that she is no longer wholly responsible for saving him from the

Allies. If he's discovered, forced labor or swift execution. Lucia Pastone,

consequences of his gambling. For Vito, the father who hasn't ever had an

secretary for the Italian Fascist government, is risking her own life in secret

easy time with his son, and Vito's wife, Lucy, it involves dealing with the

defiance of orders. And Lucia's father, Aldo, is a black marketeer who draws

aftereffects of a youthful indiscretion, a moment of unchecked passion that

Giuseppe and Lucia into the underworld--for their protection and to help

changes all of their lives in ways that can never be undone.

plant the seeds of resistance. Their fates are soon intertwined with those of

Water for Elephants Sara Gruen 2011-05-01 Set in a travelling circus touring

Aldo's devoted lover and a boy of the streets who'll do anything to live

the backblocks of America during the Great Depression of the early 1930s this

another day. And all of Naples is about to join forces to overcome impossible
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odds and repel the Nazi occupiers"--

personal assistant, Paolo, who--to his terror-- has been put in charge of

The Delight of Being Ordinary Roland Merullo 2017-04-11 What happens

arranging the details of their disappearance. Rounding out the group is Paolo’s

when the Pope and the Dalai Lama decide they need a secret vacation?

estranged wife, Rosa, an eccentric entrepreneur with a lust for life, who

Roland Merullo’s playful, eloquent, and life-affirming novel finds the world’s

orchestrates the sublime disguises of each man. Rosa is a woman who cannot

two holiest men teaming up for an unsanctioned road trip through the Italian

resist the call to adventure--or the fun. Against a landscape of good humor,

countryside--where they rediscover the everyday joys and challenges of

intrigue, and spiritual fulfillment, The Delight of Being Ordinary showcases

ordinary life. During the Dalai Lama’s highly publicized official visit to the

the uniquely charming sensibilities of author Roland Merullo. Part whimsical

Vatican, the Pope suggests an adventure so unexpected and appealing that

expedition, part love story, part spiritual search, this uplifting novel brings

neither man can resist: they will shed their robes for several days and live as

warmth and laughter to the universal concerns of family life, religious

ordinary men. Before dawn, the two beloved religious leaders make a daring

inspiration, and personal identity—all of which combine to transcend cultural

escape from Vatican City, slip into a waiting car, and are soon traveling the

and political barriers in the name of a once-in-a-lifetime adventure.

Italian roads in disguise. Along for the ride is the Pope’s neurotic cousin and
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